FNP Program Textbook Information

NURS/NURO 687


Recommended:


**NURS/NURO 691**
All previous FNP books


**NURS/NURO 714**
All previous FNP books

**NURS/NURO 710**

**NURS/NURO 752**
All previous FNP books


**Book Available Online through Dahlgren Memorial Library**


Volume 1 and 2 (2012).

*Please note that the required textbooks by Burns and Buttaro are available online through the Georgetown University Dahlgren Memorial Library website. To access these texts, go to dml.georgetown.edu and click on “eBooks” under the Quick Links in the top left-hand corner. The books are labeled “Pediatric Primary Care” and “Primary Care” respectively on the eBooks page. If you are off campus, you will be required to sign-in with your GU username and password.*